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From time-to-time, Asatte Press releases updates to correct typos and other minor problems reported by 
readers. Our book Simple SysML for Beginners: Using CATIA No Magic Tools was updated to Version 1.0.1 on 12 
March 2023. 

You can find the version number of your book on the copyright page.  

Corrections to Version 1.0.0 included in Version 1.0.1 
Note that some of the updates for Version 1.0.1 here were released into production as an interim version 
1.0.0a 

Change of ISBN Number 
A problem with Amazon’s catalog effectively “swallowed” the ISBN we had originally registered for the print 
edition of the book. We had no choice but to register a second ISBN number from the Asatte Press ISBN 
block to suit Amazon’s preferences. 

• Original ISBN Number: 978-1-937468-09-5 

• Updated ISBN Number: 978-1-937468-98-9  

Page 18 – Incorrect Reference Association Arrow 
The relationship between “Doorbell System” and “Chime Unit” was incorrectly shown as a reference 
association (no diamond) rather than a composition (solid black diamond) in Figures 2-22 and 2-23. (This 
issue was corrected in version 1.0.0a) 

Page 39 – Shared Vision for the System 
 “Single Version of the Truth” has been changed to “Shared Vision for the System”. This change represents 
the evolving understanding of the MBSE community about the role of the system model. Originally, the 
ambition was for the model to be the “Single Version of the Truth”. However, the community understanding 
of the problem has evolved to recognize that the “Authoritative Source of the Truth” (ASoT) will be a 
configuration-managed collection of data spanning several systems. “Shared Vision of for the System” more 
accurately represents the role of the SysML model. 

Page 95 – Garbled sentence clarified: 
• Old: “However, some teams prefer to define ports on the block definition diagram the defines the 

context of the system as part of the early identification of interfaces to the system.” 

• New: “However, as part of the early identification of interfaces to the system, some teams prefer to 
define ports on the block definition diagram that the defines the context of the system.” 

Page 151 – Typo corrected 
“Image File” corrected to “Image Data” under figure 7-23 to bring the text into line with the example model. 

Page 155 – Remove extra word in footnote 
“have create” corrected to “create”. 

Page 197 – Type corrected 
“one people” corrected to “one person” 
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Page 216 – Description of (do) behavior 
Description clarified slightly. 

Page 233 – Type corrected 
“all though” corrected to “although” 

Page 247 – Type corrected 
“make add” corrected to “add” 

Getting Kindle Book Updates 
Asatte Press generally tries to synchronize such maintenance updates so that updated print editions start 
shipping at the same time the updated Kindle edition becomes available.  For both the print edition and the 
Kindle edition, the current version can be confirmed on the copyright page. 

 
 
Amazon’s policy on updating existing customers to new versions of previously purchased books is a little 
confused. The official policy is available here: 
 
https://kdp.amazon.com/en_US/help/topic/G200966010 

 

https://kdp.amazon.com/en_US/help/topic/G200966010
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Downloading Corrected Example Files 
The example files for the book have been updated to Version 1.0.1  and contain all of the fixes mentioned in 
this document. Existing book owners can download the corrected example files following the (unchanged) 
instructions in previous versions of the book.  
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